Determination of SDZ ICM 567 in blood and muscle microdialysis samples by microbore liquid chromatography with ultraviolet and fluorescence detection.
Fast, simple and accurate methods for the determination of SDZ ICM 567, the 7-methoxy derivative of tropisetron, in microdialysates have been developed. Sampling by microdialysis from freely moving rats in the portal and jugular vein offers a new technology for pharmacokinetic studies by direct and continuous measurement of unbound drug concentrations with time. SDZ ICM 567 can be identified in small sample volumes of dialysates on a microbore high-performance liquid chromatography column-switching system with ultraviolet detection. In addition, determination of SDZ ICM 567 by fluorimetric detection has been developed for muscle microdialysates from rats. [14C]SDZ ICM 567 was used as reference substance for the estimation of the amount of substance transferred through the dialysis membrane. The radioactive measurement (RA) gave the recovery information, whereas the liquid chromatographic method detected the sum of [14C]SDZ ICM 567 and dialyzed SDZ ICM 567.